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By Blair Metzger, PE
President
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Thank you for taking the time to read our Fall newsletter. The response 
to our inaugural newsletter, published in July, was overwhelmingly 
positive. We trust that this edition will also meet its goal of informing 

our friends, clients, and colleagues in the industry about some of 
the exciting things happening at DGR Engineering.

In this edition, you will find articles on a variety of projects for 
different types of clients falling under multiple disciplines of 
engineering. Whether we are working for a school district, a 
rural water system, a municipality, or a private client, our staff is 
committed to providing solutions that solve everyday problems.

While each project has its own unique features, one critical 
capability DGR Engineering offers our clients is assistance in 
obtaining funds necessary to construct their projects. Whether the project 
is funded by the issuance of revenue or general obligation bonds, or by 
using funds available through governmental or other non-profit entities 
and programs, our staff is ready to work with our clients to find ways to 
make projects happen.

Along with project information, you will also find articles on a couple of 
recent awards our firm has received, which are possible only because we 
are given the opportunity to work with our many valued clients. We also 
spotlight those employees on our team who have reached twenty- and 
forty-year employment milestones, and introduce a number of new staff 
members who we have recently added to our growing company.

Thanks for reading this edition of Solutions. We are focused on providing 
Trusted. Professional. Solutions. We want to thank our valued clients 
for trusting us and allowing us to be part of the exciting progress taking 
place in our region. 4
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By Jesse Morris, PE
Project Manager
Sioux Falls, SD Office

Project Owner:
Parkston, SD School District

Key Features:
■ New facility with 8-lane track, 

long jump, triple jump, high 
jump, shot put, discus and     
pole vault facilities

■ New grandstand with crow’s 
nest, concession stand and 
bathrooms

■ Drainage improvements within 
the track

The Parkston, SD School District wanted to upgrade their facilities to 
replace existing track, field event areas, and grandstand. DGR Engineering 
(DGR) teamed up with Puetz Corporation to work with the school district on 
solutions to meet their needs. DGR designed the track and field layout, and 
Puetz Corp. planned the grandstand portion of the project.

Lack of proper drainage around the track had led to major cracks and the 
track’s surface was deteriorating. Soil borings indicated highly saturated and 
frost susceptible soil conditions underneath the track. Based on information 
from the geotechnical report and discussions with the architect and school 
district, the track area was subcut 3’ so suitable drainage fill could be brought 
in to minimize frost/heave and drainage issues. If not addressed, these 
issues could ultimately lead to shifting and cracking of the new track surface. 

Drainage adjacent to the track was improved to enhance runoff and extend 
the life of the new track. Track lane markings put the finishing touch on the 
½” rubberized mat surface placed over 3.5” of asphalt pavement.

The old facility featured an eight-lane track with 36” wide lanes. The old 
track and grandstands were removed, and lane width was increased 
to 42”. With this new wider lane width, Parkston School District will be 
eligible to host regional meets. 

New grandstands were installed, along with all new field event facilities. 
To accommodate the wider lane widths, the track had to be shifted 
within the site constraints to maintain the existing football field and light 
poles and to minimize additional costs to the school district. ■

Key Experiences:
■ Full track and field expansion while maintaining existing                    

football field

■ Coordination with owner, architect, contractor

■ Unsuitable sub-grade requiring a specific track section                         
based on soil conditions

COORDINATION WITH 
MULTIPLE ENTITIES LEADS 
TO SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL 
DISTRICT PROJECT 
Parkston, SD Improves Track and Field 
Facilities for 2018-2019 Season

By Gabriel Laber, PE
Client Manager
Sioux Falls, SD Office

 CIVIL / SURVEY
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NEW SIOUX CITY SCHOOL BUILT 
ON SITE OF EXISTING FACILITY

By Bryan Wells, PE
Project Manager
Sioux City, IA Office

Site improvements included 
demolition and removals, 

grading, utilities, paving for 
two parking lots totaling 
approximately 123 off-street 
parking stalls, as well as new 

retaining walls, sidewalks 
and playgrounds. 

Project Owner:   
Sioux City Community School District, Sioux City, IA
Bryant Elementary School

Key Experiences:
■ Maximize usable space in a tight area with steep terrain (26.5 feet of 

elevation difference across the site)  
■ High level of project coordination with entities involved, included 

school, city, neighbors, architects, engineers, private utility companies 
and contractors to layout and complete a schedule for a multi-year,                     
multi-stage project with three bid packages within a proposed budget

■ Reconstruct surrounding streets during site work

 CIVIL / SURVEY

The central core of Sioux City, IA is growing in student 
population and with an existing building constructed 
in the late 1800’s, the school district listed Bryant 
Elementary School as a top priority for replacement. It 
was determined using a school district demographic 
study that a school capable of housing 650 K-5 
students would be required. In 2012, DGR Engineering 
assisted with site selection for the proposed school 
building. After thorough review of over a dozen possible 
sites, the existing Bryant Elementary School site was 
chosen. Due to the increased need in building size, 
the existing 2.48 acre site was expanded to 4.31 acres 
through acquisition of eight residential single-family 
dwellings as well as some City right-of-way (street 
and alley). A multi-year, multi-staged project that 
included three bid packages was planned. 

Following approval of the plan to expand the existing 
site to the south and east, property acquisitions and 
relocations commenced. Bid Package 1 (BP1) included 
building and site demolition, utilities and grading which 
included over-excavation and re-compaction of soils 
below proposed building footings and foundation, 
retaining walls and paving. 

Also during this time, Jennings Street, 31st Street 
and Jones Street, which were similar in age to the 
existing school, were reconstructed in a partnership 
agreement with the City of Sioux City. Along with street 
reconstruction the utilities were replaced. There were 
existing 30” water mains in Jones and Jennings Street 
(with different pressure ratings) that were improved 
by installing internal seals at the joints. These existing 

30” water mains were potholed during design phase 
to establish location and elevation in order for other 
proposed utilities to cross them without conflict. 

A total of approximately 1,675 linear feet of street 
including four intersections plus 200 linear feet of 
relocated City alley through the site was replaced. Work 
on BP1 was completed in fall of 2017. 

Bid Package 2 (BP2) was also completed in year 2016 in 
coordination with BP1 and included two site geothermal 
well fields totaling 230 wells at approximately 300 feet 
deep. The geothermal well field will heat and cool the 
new school and has been the practice with all the new 
elementary schools in Sioux City since 2007. 

Finally, Bid Package 3 (BP3) included the building 
construction with remaining site work (final grading, 
sidewalks, fencing, etc.) adjacent to the building. 
Construction is currently on schedule for an August 
2019 opening.  

Multi-year, Multi-stage Project Maximizes Usable Space
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BRINGING PROJECT PLANNING, DESIGN, 
AND FINANCIAL EVALUATION TOGETHER
Stanhope Municipal Utilities Constructs Substation

DGR Engineering was able to assist SMU 
in all aspects of the project, from initial 
evaluation, to design and financing, 
through final construction.

By Blair Metzger, PE
President
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Project Owner:   
Stanhope Municipal Utilities (SMU)

Key Features:
■ Construction of a new 69-12.47 

kV Substation
■ Delta to Wye distribution                 

system conversion
■ Detailed financial modeling               

of alternatives
■ Electric retail rate development  

Key Experiences:
■ Responsibility and involvement 

in all phases of the project, from 
project feasibility to final testing 
and checkout 

■ High-level of coordination among 
multiple entities

In 2015, Stanhope Municipal Utilities (SMU), located in the small central 
Iowa community of Stanhope, faced some difficult decisions. The 
regional electric transmission system operator in the area was planning 
to upgrade the voltage of its lines. This process would eliminate the 
distribution substation, which at that time was located on the outskirts 
of Stanhope. SMU received service at distribution voltage from the 
substation. DGR Engineering (DGR) was engaged to assist SMU with 
evaluation of alternatives, as well as to determine how any resulting 
facilities could be financed.

Following initial evaluation, the two most-promising options were 
recommended. Option 1 included taking service at distribution voltage 
from the regional transmission system via a radial line of approximately 
10 miles in length. Option 2 involved SMU constructing its own substation 
in Stanhope, connecting to the recently-upgraded transmission system. 
In both cases, the operating voltage of the distribution system in the 
community would need to be changed from 7.2kV delta to 12.47/7.2kV 
grounded wye. 

In addition to developing an initial electrical plan for each option, cost 
estimates for both were also developed. For Option 1, a monthly charge 
representing “rental” of the facilities would have been required. For 
Option 2, SMU would need to arrange for and ultimately re-pay the 
loan needed to finance the construction of the new substation 
and conversion of the distribution system.

To allow SMU staff and the City Council to make a detailed 
evaluation of the recommended alternatives, a financial model 
was developed for the electric utility. This model provided a 
multi-year review of the impact on electric rate revenue needed 
to support both alternatives. Throughout the process, DGR 
coordinated closely with SMU’s financial advisor, Michael Maloney 
with the D. A. Davidson Company, to ensure the most advantageous 
structure for payment of debt service.

After careful consideration of the alternatives and rate impacts on its 
customer base, SMU approved proceeding with Option 2:  Page 13

ELECTRICAL POWER



WATER SERVICES

Kingbrook Rural Water, Inc. is a regional water provider in eastern 
South Dakota, serving approximately 4,950 residential, livestock, and 
commercial users in more than 11 counties. They serve customers 
from three different water treatment plants located approximately 50 
miles from each other. The treatment plants are located in rural areas 
near the small towns of Bruce, De Smet and Chester, SD. The original 
system construction happened in the late 70’s and early 80’s. All three 
treatment plants were expanded in the 90’s and early 2000’s to meet 
their growing needs.

In the mid-2000’s, DGR Engineering (DGR) and Kingbrook began 
developing a long-range plan to interconnect their three treatment plants 
with large diameter 
transmission mains. 
The goal of the plan 
was to provide another 
level of backup at each 
treatment plant in 
case of an emergency. 
This emergency 
planning was in addition to the typical approach for systems to have 
standby generation, backup pumps, etc. Another goal of the plan was 
to provide operational flexibility by having two sources that could serve 
any of their subsystems. Each year, an annual planning event is held to 
review system operations, new growth trends, and changes in existing 
customer demands. The plan is updated and modified to meet the 
current and future needs of the system.

Approximately every four to five years, these plans are combined into a 
project that not only improves the system for existing customers, but also 
extends rural water service to new customers. Conducting systematic 
expansion projects results in regular improvement of the system. It also 
allows the utility to make the most efficient investments in their system 
by taking advantage of low-interest loans, grants, and economies of 
scale when bidding out multiple improvements and new connections as 
one large project. In the past 15 years, Kingbrook has installed about 
50 miles of transmission mains between their treatment plants, but 
still needed about 25 miles between Bruce and De Smet to complete 
the long-range planning goal of connecting their water treatment plants.
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WATER SYSTEM EXPANSION PROJECT ADDS 
CUSTOMERS AND IMPROVES SYSTEM
Kingbrook Rural Water Implements Long Range Plan by 
Improving System Performance and Serving New Customers

By Matt Oedekoven, PE
Project Manager
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Kingbrook began planning their current expansion 
project in 2015. Tremendous demand for new 
service connections made this expansion project 
the largest expansion project ever undertaken by 
Kingbrook. Much of the additional water demand 
was located within the De Smet plant service area 
that couldn’t be met with the existing system’s 
transmission capacity. Previous projects had 
increased elevated storage capability in the De 
Smet plant service area and connected with the 
Chester plant. But more capacity was needed to 
serve the new customers.

Our Approach
DGR began by helping Kingbrook optimize the 
De Smet treatment plant. Highly variable iron 
concentrations from their north well field made 
chemical dosing problematic. Kingbrook optimized 
the treatment efficiency of the plant by changing 
oxidants and moving the chemical dosing locations. 
These changes extended the filter runtime, reduced 
the overall chemical requirements of the plant, and 
increased production capacity. 

Next, the existing storage capacity at the De Smet 
treatment plant only had about three and a half 
hours of peak demand storage, which made plant 
operation difficult. Kingbrook selected a two-phase 
process to build one 630,000-gallon tank now, 
which will increase on-site storage to about eight 
hours, and build a second tank as part of a future 
project, when demand increases.

Finally, DGR designed pipeline that would serve the 
new customers and complete the interconnection 
to Kingbrook’s third water source near Bruce. 

When complete, this project will add approximately 
190 miles of pipe for system improvements and new 
services, as well as approximately 25 miles of 12, 
14, and 16-inch diameter pipeline to interconnect 
the Bruce plant with the De Smet plant.

The project is currently under construction and is 
on-schedule to be finished by the summer of 2019. 
When complete, not only will this project meet the 
needs of new customers who signed up on this 
expansion project, but it will also achieve a major 
milestone of Kingbrook’s long-range planning – the 
interconnection of their water sources to improve 
system reliability and flexibility of operations. ■

Project Owner:
Kingbrook Rural Water, Inc.

Key Features:
■ USDA Rural Development 

funding, including grant and low-
interest loan, saving client over 
$4 million in interest payments

■ 215 miles of pipe 1½” to 16”             
in diameter extending service to 
260 new customers

■ New 630,000-gallon bolted steel 
storage tank

Key Experiences:
■ Completion of a long-range plan 

spanning several decades and 
multiple projects to interconnect 
water sources

■ Optimized treatment plant 
performance by moving chemical 
injection points and adding 
finished water storage

■ Large rural water pipeline 
project that extends service to 
new members and improves              
system capacity

Tremendous demand for 
new service connections 

made this expansion 
project the largest ever 

undertaken by Kingbrook.
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DGR Engineering Again Selected for PSMJ 
Circle of Excellence Award, Platinum Award

DGR Engineering (DGR) has once again been 
honored by PSMJ Resources as one of 72 

exceptional architecture and engineering 
firms named into the Circle of Excellence. 
This is the fifth year in a row DGR has 
earned this award.

PSMJ’s Circle of Excellence is designed 
to highlight firms that are successfully 

managed and demonstrate outstanding 
achievements in areas such as productivity, 

business development, staff growth, staff turnover, 
and overhead management.

PSMJ’s Circle of Excellence honorees are chosen based on 13 business 
metrics important to the successful operation of an engineering 
business, including the following:

● Low Staff Turnover – Staff has remained stable through the years, 
providing clients with long-term relationships and deep loyalty, leading 
to a better understanding of the organizations with whom DGR works.

● Operating Overhead Rate – DGR’s effective and efficient practices keep 
overhead costs down, helping to keep cost under control for clients.

● Labor Utilization - PSMJ also noted DGR’s exceptional efficiency at 
focusing on productive work for its clients.

“DGR Engineering is honored to have been selected for the Circle of 
Excellence for five years in a row,” says Blair Metzger, DGR President. 
“Receiving this honor is a result of being entrusted by our many loyal 
clients to provide solutions to their needs, along with the efforts of 
dedicated staff members who have made DGR the employer of choice 
in this region”.

 “Each year, the Circle of Excellence firms come from all corners of the 
A/E space. This diversity demonstrates that success isn’t defined by a 
specific firm size, location, or market niche,” says Frank A. Stasiowski, 
FAIA, Founder and CEO of PSMJ Resources. “The top-

construction of its own substation and “wye-ing out” 
its distribution system. 

Following the decision, a full cost-of-service rate 
study was completed for SMU’s customers. The study 
evaluated the best alternatives for defining customer 
rate classes and developed appropriate structures 
for the retail rates paid by all customers. 

This study also allocated the costs of providing 
service to the proposed rate classes, with the goal of 
having each rate class pay its fair share of the costs 
of operating the electric system (including covering 
its share of the cost of the proposed facilities).

The proposed rate changes were adopted, which led 
to SMU successfully issuing electric revenue bonds, 
with an overall interest rate averaging less than 3%, 
covering maturities of up to 20 years.

The project construction process involved a high 
level of coordination among many parties. The 
Stanhope City Clerk, Jessica Murray, coordinated 
activities at the local level. Public bidding processes 

were used to acquire major materials and 
contractors to build the new substation and convert 
the distribution system. Adam Dickinson from the 
neighboring Webster City Municipal Utilities (SMU’s 
electric system operations & maintenance provider) 
directed much of the complicated process of cutting 
over to the new facilities, aided by DGR engineers 
and field technicians.

Not only was the project completed in time to 
coordinate with the regional transmission system 
voltage upgrade, but the overall cost of the project 
was significantly under the original project estimate. 
Costs were reduced due to some of the unique ways 
the materials acquisition and construction processes 
were executed. 

Funds for the work were obtained at reasonable long-
term cost to SMU, and the new retail rates necessary 
to support the debt service were implemented. 
Overall, DGR was able to assist SMU in all aspects 
of the project, from initial evaluation, to design and 
financing, through final construction. 

STANHOPE MUNICIPAL UTILITIES   Continued from Page  9

PSMJ Resources, Inc. recognized 
18 Platinum Award winning 
firms which have remained 
on the Circle of Excellence list 
for four of the past five years. 
This is the second year in a 
row that DGR Engineering has 
been named to the prestigious 
Platinum Award list.

The Circle of Excellence is 
comprised of the top 20% of 
participants – across thirteen 
key performance indicators – in 
PSMJ’s 2018 Report. 

PSMJ designed the Circle of 
Excellence to highlight the best-in-
class architecture and engineering 
firms that demonstrate out-
standing achievements in areas 
such as low staff turnover, 
operating overhead rate and 
labor utilization. 

“The firms recognized in the Circle 
of Excellence set the standard 
for outstanding and sustainable 
business results,” says Frank A. 
Stasiowski, FAIA, Founder and 
CEO of PSMJ Resources. “The 
Platinum Award winners go to 
the next level and continue to set 
the standard for the industry year 
after year.” 

PLATINUM AWARD
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20-YEAR AND 40-YEAR SERVICE AWARDS

DGR Engineering 
Named a Top Workplace 

DGR Engineering (DGR) has been 
selected for a 2018 Top Workplaces 
honor by The Des Moines Register. 
The list is based solely on employee 
feedback gathered through a third-party 
survey administered by research partner 
Energage, LLC, a leading provider of 
technology-based employee engagement 
tools. The anonymous survey measures 

several aspects of workplace culture, including alignment, 
execution, and connection, just to name a few.

“Top Workplaces is more than just recognition,” said 
Doug Claffey, CEO of Energage. “Our research shows 
organizations that earn the award attract better talent, 
experience lower turnover, and are better equipped to 
deliver bottom-line results. Their leaders prioritize and 
carefully craft a healthy workplace culture that supports 
employee engagement.”

“We are gratified that the employee survey confirms what 
we already believe…that DGR Engineering is a great place 
to work,” said Blair Metzger, CEO of DGR. “The leadership 
of the firm is committed to fostering its cultural values of 
ownership, opportunity, integrity, and discipline. Our staff 
members who live in Iowa, South Dakota, and Minnesota 
embody our company’s values, and the company in turn 
gives its employees an opportunity to do meaningful work 
for a great group of clients throughout the Upper Midwest. 
This award confirms that our goal of being an employer of 
choice is being realized.”

“Becoming a Top Workplace isn’t something organizations 
can buy,” Claffey said. “It’s an achievement that 
organizations have worked for and a distinction that gives 
them a competitive advantage. It’s a big deal.” 

About Energage, LLC Headquartered in Exton, Pa., Energage 
(formerly known as WorkplaceDynamics) is a leading provider 
of technology-based employee engagement tools that help 
leaders to unlock potential, inspire performance, and achieve 
amazing results within their organizations. The research 
partner behind the Top Workplaces program, Energage has 
surveyed more than 47,000 organizations representing well 
over 16 million employees in the United States. 

 

Dave Schleusner
Administrative Technician
Business Support
Rock Rapids, IA Office

WELCOME NEW EMPLOYEES

Brady Grafing
Field Technician
Water Services
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Craig Lauritzen, PE
Civil Engineer
Water Services
Rock Rapids, IA Office

Krystal Hermanson
Administrative Assistant
Business Support
Sioux Falls, SD Office

Lucas Larson
Design Technician
Electrical Power
Rock Rapids, IA Office

performing firms just think and act differently from 
the rest of the pack to achieve extraordinary business 
performance.”

 “The firms recognized in the Circle of Excellence set 
the standard for outstanding and sustainable business 
results,” says Stasiowski. “Some firms have been in 
this prestigious group year after year!”  

About PSMJ: For more than 40 years, PSMJ Resources, 
Inc. has been recognized as the leading publishing, 
executive education, and advisory group devoted 
completely to improving the business performance of A/E/C 
organizations worldwide. PSMJ’s sought-after expertise 
covers a range of critical business areas such as project 
management, financial management, human resources, 
business development, transition planning, and mergers 
and acquisitions.

PSMJ AWARDS   Continued from Page  12

 October 2-5 
 SD Municipal League 
 Annual Conference 
 Pierre, SD    sdmunicipalleague.org

 October 9 
 South Dakota State University
 Career Fair
 Brookings, SD   sdstate.edu/eng

 October 16-18
 South Dakota Parks and Recreation 
 Association Conference 
 Brookings, SD   sdpra.com

 October 24
 Minnesota League of Cities 
 Southwest Regional Meeting 
 Marshall, MN    lmc.org

 November 6-8
 Minnesota Power Systems 
 Conference 
 Saint Paul, MN   cce.umn.edu

 November 13-15
 Iowa Association of Municipal Utilities
 Water/Wastewater Operator’s Training Workshop 
 Urbandale, IA     iamu.org

Jeff Schram
Design Technician
Electrical Power 
Rock Rapids, IA Office

40 YEARS

Sherri DeJong
Receptionist
Business Support
Rock Rapids, IA Office

20 YEARS

Todd Dieren
Field Technician
Electrical Power
Rock Rapids, IA Office

20 YEARS 20 YEARS

http://www.energage.com
https://www.energage.com/leadership/doug-claffey/
http://www.energage.com
http://www.topworkplaces.com
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WHAT IS IT?
Do you know what this is? 

It’s a BigBoy Hose Monster™ and it’s used for 
fire flow testing of hydrants, water main flushing, 
and pump testing of connections 4″ and larger. It 
incorporates a patented flow measurement nozzle 
which allows rocks and flushing debris to pass 
through without causing damage to the nozzle. The 
BigBoy Hose Monster™ accurately measures water 
flow-rates from 750-2,700 gpm and a smaller 
model (not pictured) measures 50-800 gpm. Both 
Hose Monster models perfectly balance the force 
of the water, so the device remains stable without 
being anchored, while minimizing erosion.

The water flow rates are recorded and used by 
DGR Engineering’s Water Services Department to 
calibrate a utility’s hydraulic model. A water system 
model is an essential tool to identify problem areas  
in the distribution system and model the impact of 
proposed improvements. Performing hydrant flow 
testing to more accurately model a water system 
takes the guesswork out of improvements and 
ensures a utility gets the best value from their 
capital funds. 
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